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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Lighted lamp is HOT!
WARNING - To reduce the risk of FIRE or INJURY TO PERSONS:
Turn off/unplug and allow to cool before replacing lamp.
Lamp gets HOT quickly!  Contact only switch/plug when turning on.
Do not touch hot lens, guard, or enclosure.
Keep lamp away from materials that may burn.
Do not touch the lamp at any time.  Use a soft cloth.  Oil from skin may
damage lamp.  
Do not operate the luminaire fitting with a missing or damaged shield.
SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

INSTALLATION AND SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING: Be sure the electricity to the system you are working
on is turned off; either the fuse removed or the circuit breaker set
at off.
IF YOU ARE UNCLEAR AS TO HOW TO PROCEED, CONTACT
A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN.

FOR YOUR SAFETY                              

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS                            

1. Minimum distance from the front of the lamp to combustible 
surfaces is 8”.

2. Make sure all connections are tight.
WARNING: Use of other manufacturers components will void
warranty,  and create a potential safety hazard.
CAUTION - RISK OF FIRE:  KEEP AWAY FROM 
COMBUSTIBLE MATERIALS.
DIMMING HALOGEN LAMPS GREATLY REDUCES LAMP LIFE

www.SeaGullLighting.com
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INSTALL POWER FEED ADAPTER (Fig.1 and 2)       LR-004

1. Attach mounting bar (A) to outlet box.     
2. Slide collar and canopy onto power feed stem in that order. 
3. Thread nut onto threads of the power feed. Slide lock 

washer and ground wire on top of nut. Thread power feed 
into mounting bar (A) until about three threads show above 
the mounting bar.

4. Position power feed adapter in the direction that the rail 
system will run. Tighten nut to mounting bar.

5. Make wire connections with wire nuts or other UL recognized
wiring device.White power feed wire to white house supply 
wire. Black power feed wire to black house supply wire. 
Connect house ground wire to power feed ground.

6.  Slide canopy and collar over outlet box and secure in place 
with 2 set screw (on collar).

PENDANT

INSTALL RAIL SUPPORT ADAPTER (Fig. 3)           

1. Measure distance from outlet box to support adapter (43” 
max.)

2. Attach support base to ceiling with toggle bolt (supplied), 
or wood screw, etc.(not supplied).

3. Attach rail support adapter to support base. Be sure 
support adapter aligns with rail configuration like the power
feed does.
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1. Be sure you have all necessary parts. (see figure 7)
A. Glass
B. Socket assembly
C. Rail adapter w/cord 
D. Lamp enclosure
E. Mirrored reflector
F. Allen keys 
G. Lamp
H. Glass Retaining Ring
I.  Strain Relief Collar
2. Determine length of pendant and shorten cable from
the bottom of rail adapter w/cable (part f). Unscrew top
of splice compartment (part c). Set strain relief collar at
desired location. NOTE Strain relief collar is threaded
and should be threaded up and down cable. Be sure ¹/₄”
of cable jacket is protruding out of strain relief collar.
Secure in place by setting the two set screws.
3. Make connections between socket leads and pendant
cable using wire nuts inside the splice compartment. 
- (Black to Black/White to White/Ground to Ground)
4. Close splice compartment by threading the two
halves together.
5. Install glass and secure in place using retaining ring
(H).

ASSEMBLING PENDANT/SHORTENING PENDANT  LR-004

NOTE: When bending rail, do not bend rail tighter than a 12”
radius.

1. Install rail into rail adapters so conductors face contacts of 
power feed.(see Fig 4) *Please make sure contact fits into
rail conductors properly. You may have to slightly back 
out ground set screw.
NOTE: If power feed or support adapters are not able to 
close around rail, turn rail around so adapter fits 
properly.(see fig. 4)

2.  Close adapters over rail and install cap.
3.  Secure cap on adapters by tightening set screws.
4. Tighten ground set screws on adapters into the groove of 

the rail.
5. If rail is not level, loosen set screws on rail support adapter, 

level rail and tighten set screw.

INSTALL RAIL ON TO POWER FEED AND SUPPORT (Fig. 4)

1. Remove cap from rail adapter on track head.
2. Align contacts on track head to conductors on rail.
3. Install fixture to rail by closing adapter over rail. (see fig. 5)
4. Install cap over top of rail adapter and secure cap set screw.
5. Tighten ground set screw on adapter so it sits in groove of rail.
6. Install lamp. (see fig. 6)

ATTACH PENDANT TO RAIL (Fig. 5)
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